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Science, race, and
intelligence
The reverberations from Sir Andrew Huxley's speech this
autumn to the British Association for the Advancement of
Science' are still evident and, indeed, he has written at length
to both Nature' and New Scientist3 to correct what he sees as
misreporting of his views and to amplify them.

Sir Andrew's central assertion has been the need for the
conclusions drawn from scientific research to be independent
of wishes and fears about their possible applications-or, in
the words of Robert Young,4 the distinction between fact and
value. As one illustration for his theme he chose the question
of heritability of human ability, and in particular the variations
that may (or may not) exist in inherited abilities between
different social classes and different races. Sir Andrew drew a
historical comparison with the violence of the 19th century
debate occasioned by the Origin of Species and the part played
in it by T H Huxley; and he has since been careful to explain
his grandfather's opinions and their implications today. T H
Huxley apparently believed that a substantial part of the
differences in human ability was likely to be due to genetic
factors, and in an essay on emancipation written soon after the
American Civil War he predicted that American Negroes
would not on average be able to compete successfully with
Whites.
Does that make the Victorian scientist a racist ? Certainly

not, says Sir Andrew, who is emphatic that those who label
as racism a belief in the importance of genetic factors in
determining academic performance are guilty of a fundamental
error: they fail to distinguish what an individual believes about
facts and what he thinks should be done about them. A racist
believes that racial differences justify subjugation of one race
by another. T H Huxley's attitude, in contrast, was that there
was an ethical obligation to minimise the effects of biological
differences and so to make adjustments in the favour of groups
shown to be disadvantaged.

In plain terms, Sir Andrew says that two major aspects of
the colour problem in the United States are the high unemploy-
ment rate among Negroes and the small proportion of them
receiving higher education and entering the well-respected
occupations associated with it. Causes are easy enough to
suggest, ranging from racial prejudice through deprivation and

social inheritance to genetic factors; but the remedies that
have been tried have been biased by a reluctance of all
concerned to contemplate the possibility that genetic factors
might be important. This reluctance is largely due, he explains,
to the unthinking and unfounded assumption that a heredi-
tarian view implies a racist one.
The argument is not academic. The United States has

pioneered a policy of "affirmative action" aimed at giving
minority groups such as Blacks a quota of places in universities
-a policy currently being challenged as unconstitutional in
the Supreme Court at the suit of a White Californian, Alan
Bakke, who was rejected by the Davis Medical School, which
admitted 16 less-qualified Black applicants. Should Britain be
considering a similar affirmative policy ? Firstly, we need to
know-and know soon-whether the poor educational
performance of some minority groups is due simply to
inequalities of opportunity or whether genetic factors are
important. If inheritance plays no important part then long-
term policies need be concerned only with making oppor-
tunities equal and eliminating racial prejudice (though there
might still be a case for short-term affirmative policies). If, on
the other hand, inherited ability is an important factor, then,
says Huxley, we must build into our system compensatory
advantages for groups who might otherwise feel excluded from
a fair share of well-rewarded and respected occupations.

Research would not only answer those questions (though
Huxley is at pains to emphasise that the chief characteristic of
research is that its outcome is not known in advance): it
would also help to end the arguments based on the currently
available inadequate data and take some of the emotion out of
those arguments. "I retain a conviction," he says in con-
clusion,2 "difficult no doubt to justify rigorously in each
individual case, that an improvement in our understanding of
a problem will in the long run improve our attempts to solve
it." Surely no scientist would disagree.

IThe Timtes, 1 September 1977.
2Nature, 29 September 1977, p 366.
New Scientist, 29 September 1977, p 819.
7imes Higher Eduication Suipplemient, 23 September 1977.

High affinity haemoglobins
The number of circulating red cells is increased (erythro-
cytosis) in several conditions. Those which develop as a
secondary event with an identifiable cause must be distin-
guished from polycythaemia vera, a primary disorder of blood
cell proliferation. Polycythaemia vera occurs essentially in
middle aged and elderly people (though it has been reported
rarely in younger adults and even in children), and it is an
acquired disease.
The first report of an apparently congenital polycythaemia

occurring in several members of a single family appeared 70
years ago. Since then a few other cases have been reported and
familial polycythaemia has become recognised as an entity. A
report in 1965 by Charache and co-workers' provided the first
explanation in molecular terms for an inherited form of
erythrocytosis. Their patient presented at the age of 81 with
a haemoglobin of 19 9 g dl and a packed cell volume (PCV) of
0-58; many members of his family over three generations were
found to have PCVs over 0 5. Investigation showed that the
family was suffering from a haemoglobinopathy, Hb-
Chesapeake.
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Normally, when haemoglobin takes up or releases oxygen it
undergoes changes in its structure which affect the shape of
each polypeptide chain as well as of the whole tetramer. During
oxygenation the haem iron moves into the plane of the por-
phyrin ring at the interface between the alpha and beta chains,
and this results in alteration in the shape of the associated
globin chain. The changes in one globin chain facilitate the
uptake of oxygen by the other globin chain in a "haem-haem"
interaction. Anything which alters the stability of the globin
chain and decreases haem-haem interaction affects oxygen
affinity. In Hb-Chesapeake there is molecular substitution in
the globin chain at the alpha,-beta2, interface, which leads to
stabilisation in the oxy-form and makes the haemoglobin
relatively resistant to deoxygenation, and Hb-Chesapeake is
therefore known as a high affinity haemoglobin.
The capacity of haemoglobin to deliver oxygen is expressed

by the shape and position of an oxygen dissociation curve.
High affinity results in the curve becoming altered in position
and in shape: it is shifted to the left of normal and the shape is
altered from its usual sigmoid form to a more hyperbolic one.
The clinical effect is that when the partial pressure of oxygen
falls in the peripheral circulation less oxygen is released, result-
ing in relative anoxia and compensatory erythrocytosis.
Charache and his co-workers' correctly postulated that in their
patient the erythrocytosis had been caused by increased
oxygen affinity of the Hb-Chesapeake, and this observation
opened the way to recognising the association of polycythaemia
with high affinity haemoglobins.

In the past ten years an increasing number of high affinity
haemoglobins have been reported from various countries, and
there have been several recent reviews.2-4 Some of these
haemoglobins have been identified in Britain, including Hb-
Denmark Hill,5 -Heathrow,6 -Rahere,7 -San Diego,8 and,
recently, -Radcliffe.9 These variants differ from each other in
their amino-acid substitutions, but the effects are the same.
Some have been detected during haemoglobin electrophoresis
screening programmes, and some have been detected in
patients being investigated because of erythrocytosis. Many
patients, however, had been diagnosed previously as having
polycythaemia vera-and treated accordingly with venesec-
tions or radioactive phosphorus-before a review, perhaps
because of unusual clinical presentation or failure to respond
to the treatment, led to a correct diagnosis being made. But the
differential diagnosis may be difficult, especially so when the
clinical presentation of a patient with high affinity haemo-
globin may be due to the erythrocytosis. For example, the
patient with Hb-Radcliffe9 was first seen when he presented
at the age of 51 years with deep vein thrombosis. He was found
to have a haemoglobin of 18 4 g dl and a raised platelet count
of 927 x 109l1; the red cell volume was 48 5 ml kg. Over the
next three years his haemoglobin concentration increased to
almost 21 gAdl. This was so characteristic of polycythaemia
vera that it is not surprising that he was diagnosed and treated
as such. It was only when the patient and his family were
reviewed some years later that the abnormal haemoglobin was
detected in the patient himself, his son, and his daughter.

It may be difficult to establish by haemoglobin electro-
phoresis that a high affinity variant is present, though this
procedure will detect at least some of them. But, as all the
variants have an abnormally high affinity for oxygen, they will
be detected by plotting an oxygen dissociation curve or more
simply by measuring the P50 (the Po2 at 50%/' oxygen satura-
tion).'0 If possible, one of these tests should be carried out on
all patients with erythrocytosis, certainly before they are
treated. The possibility of the presence of a high affinity

haemoglobin should always be considered in a patient with
apparently idiopathic polycythaemia if there is any unusual
clinical or haematological feature, such as a normal total
leucocyte or platelet count, or the absence of splenomegaly.
The erythrocytosis associated with high affinity haemo-

globin is essentially compensatory, and the question arises
whether this can give rise to clinically important manifesta-
tions. Thromboembolic disease may occur,9 and the patient
with Hb-Heathrow was found to have early coronary artery
disease.6 When the PCV is consistently high the resulting
increased blood viscosity is likely to predispose to thrombosis.
Other reported effects that may be attributed to high viscosity
include a full feeling in the head and dizziness (common
symptoms of polycythaemia vera), and these appear to have
responded satisfactorily to venesection. Nevertheless, we have
little information on the long-term effects of venesection in
patients whose red cell mass has been increased to meet the
need for adequate oxygenation.

Venesection to keep the haematocrit value below 0-60 seems
reasonable if clinical symptoms or signs indicate the need for
treatment. Even so, since high affinity haemoglobins are
inherited and the erythrocytosis is compensatory, any treat-
ment indicated is likely to be lifelong and should be restricted
to what is absolutely necessary.

Charache, S, Weatherall, D J, and Clegg, J B,Journal of Clinical Investiga-
tion, 1966, 45, 813.

2Bellingham, A J, British Medical Bulletin, 1976, 32, 234.
3Stephens, A D, British J'ournal of Haematology, 1977, 36, 153.
4Adamson, J W, Seminars in Hematology, 1975, 12, 383.
5Wiltshire, B C, et al, Biochimica Biophysica Acta, 1972, 278, 459.
6 White, J M, et al, British Medical Journal, 1973, 3, 665.
7Lorkin, P, et al, British Medical3Journal, 1975, 4, 200.
8 Chanarin, I, et al, British Jtournal of Haematology, 1975, 30, 167.
9 Weatherall, D J, et al, British Journal of Haematology, 1977, 35, 177.

l' Dacie, J V, and Lewis, S M, Practical Haematology, 5th edn. London,
Churchill Livingstone, 1975.

Do people smoke for
nicotine?
It is often thought that people smoke cigarettes because of
the satisfaction derived from inhaling nicotine. According
to this view they adjust their pattern of smoking to maintain
optimum blood nicotine concentrations, but this assumes
that smoking is a form of nicotine dependence and the
evidence is not strong. The psychological effects of nicotine
are variable, and, while some people find that injections of the
alkaloid produce pleasant sensations, others do not. One
doctor who injected himself repeatedly with nicotine came to
prefer the injections to smoking a cigarette, and felt deprived
when he stopped the injections.' Others have also recorded
what they regard as a nicotine-abstinence syndrome,2 3 but in
many studies the withdrawal symptoms could have been due to
deprivation of other factors associated with smoking. We could
perhaps more accurately talk of a tobacco than a nicotine-
abstinence svndrome.

Several studies have shown that volunteers smoke different
types of cigarettes at different rates. In general, puff frequency
and the proportion of nicotine absorbed from a cigarette
appear to increase as cigarettes of lower nicotine yield are
smoked.4 5 A serious objection to these studies, however, is that
low-nicotine cigarettes also have low yields of other con-
stituents such as tar, which contribute to the taste and
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